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Abstract

As more and more software is written every day, so too are bugs. Formal verification is a way of using mathematical methods to prove that a program has no bugs. However, if formal verification is to see widespread use, it must be able to compete with unverified software in performance. Unfortunately, many of the optimizations that we take for granted in unverified software depend on assumptions that are difficult to verify. One such optimization is data checksums in logging systems, used to improve I/O efficiency while still ensuring data integrity after a crash.

This thesis explores a novel method of modeling the probabilistic guarantees of a hash function. This method is then applied to the logging system underlying RapidFSCQ, a certified crash-safe filesystem, to support formally verified checksums. An evaluation of RapidFSCQ shows that it enables end-to-end verification of application and filesystem crash safety, and that RapidFSCQ’s optimizations, including checksumming, achieve I/O performance on par with Linux ext4. Thus, this thesis contributes a formal model of hash function behavior with practical application to certified computer systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It’s becoming clearer than ever that the current methods for guaranteeing software correctness are not enough. Most industry programmers rely on code reviews, testing, and occasionally static analysis to eliminate bugs. Unfortunately, none of these methods are exhaustive. Other methods of detecting bugs like model checking take a prohibitively long time on complex systems and have no way of producing an executable that is guaranteed to match the model [44]. Nuanced bugs can and do slip through the cracks, sometimes with disastrous results.

Filesystems in particular suffer from subtle bugs that, when combined with a crash at an inopportune time, can lead to critical data loss or data disclosure [27, 13]. This can be catastrophic for applications such as databases that depend on filesystems to persist data across crashes in a consistent manner.

Formal verification can be applied to filesystems to both specify and prove crash consistency, as shown in the FSCQ [9] filesystem. FSCQ is groundbreaking in that it guarantees a precisely defined disk state consistent with application behavior after any possible crash interleaving. However, the write-ahead log that the filesystem is built atop is too simple to achieve good performance, and in fact the FSCQ filesystem performs many times slower than the extensively optimized but unverified Linux ext4. Before verification can see widespread use in practical systems, we must show that it is feasible to achieve performance comparable with that of unverified systems.
ext4 offers several different mounting options for logging optimizations, such as group commit and checksumming. These features provide good performance by maximizing I/O efficiency. Unfortunately, these optimizations also increase the complexity of the logging system, making properties like crash safety difficult to reason about. For example, a bug that only appeared when two mounting options were simultaneously turned on could cause data thought to be deleted to resurface after a crash [27]. If we could formally verify the sophisticated optimizations offered by ext4, we could prevent such bugs and achieve high performance. However, the assumptions that these optimizations depend on are hard to formalize and verify, as evidenced by the bugs that appear when we assume incorrectly.

In this thesis, I focus on checksumming, a common logging feature that improves I/O efficiency of transactions while still ensuring data integrity after a crash. The challenge in this project is twofold. First, there is the problem of modeling hash function behavior in a sound way, described in chapter 3. Second, the hashing model must be incorporated into an actual logging system to support checksums, described in chapter 4. These two problems are described in more detail in the following two sections.

1.1 Modeling hash collisions

The core idea of data checksumming depends on the low probability of collision in the hash function we choose. Briefly, whenever writing data to disk, we also write its corresponding checksum. Then, when recovering from a crash, we read out the data stored on disk, compute its checksum, and then check it against the checksum written to disk from before the crash. If the checksums match, then with high probability, the data we read out after the crash is the same as the data we wrote to disk before the crash.

However, there is a very small but nonzero probability that even when the checksums do match, the inputs were different. This is true of any hash function, since
by definition, a hash function is a mapping of arbitrarily large inputs to a fixed-size output. In practice, the probability of a hash collision is so low that we can ignore it.

Still, we must account for it in our model of hash function behavior. If we ignored it by stating an axiom that our hash function has no collisions, this would be unsound, meaning that we introduced a statement that implies logical False. Since False implies any statement, we would no longer be able to guarantee anything of value; all statements would be trivially true. Conversely, if we went so far as to to reason about the degree of collision resistance of a hash function, we’d quickly become trapped into reasoning about probabilities and specific hash function properties that are irrelevant to actual program execution.

The challenge is then how to succinctly capture a hash function’s “mostly injective” nature without introducing any false axioms. The key idea is to treat hash collisions as function non-termination in the formal execution semantics. More specifically, in our formal definition of hash function execution, if we encounter a hash collision, then the abstract program enters an infinite loop. Otherwise, we simply return the hash value. In a dependently typed proof language like Coq, we can only prove guarantees for terminating programs [22]. By defining execution semantics in this way, we’re able to prove that if a hash function does return, a collision could not have happened. Then, at any point in program execution, if we see two matching hash outputs, we can further reason that they must have come from the same inputs, or else there would’ve been a collision earlier in the execution that prevented us from reaching the current point.

We describe the precise definition of our hash function model in chapter 3, but the essential idea is to keep ghost state, or state used to supplement proofs but that never materializes during execution, to keep track of any hash inputs seen so far. To determine whether there is a hash collision, we look up the hash input in the list of inputs seen so far, using a data structure that we call a hashset.

To apply the same idea towards systems that can crash, we must be able to extend this model to hold across some formal definition of a crash. Otherwise, we would encounter the same problem while trying to verify a recovery procedure. During
recovery, the checksum that we compare against comes from an input hashed before the crash. Thus, in order to be sure that there are no hash collisions, we must track the hashset across all crashes. To simplify reasoning across program execution execution and potential crashes, we introduce the idea of hash_subset, a relationship that states that one hashset is a subset of another.

Finally, we use these low-level execution details to specify and implement programs that perform useful hashing operations, such as comparing two hash values or computing the of a list of values. These basic procedures demonstrate the practicality of the hashing model and are instrumental to supporting checksums in a logging system.

1.2 Verifying checksums in a crash-safe log

A write-ahead log works by writing transactions to the log at commit time, and then later applying the transactions to the data, e.g., the disk. It must account for the possibility that a crash occurs during a write to the log. In this case, upon restart, the log could contain a mixture of committed entries and garbage data. Typically, a recovery procedure is run to distinguish between these and to re-apply any valid committed entries. This requires careful ordering of disk writes and write barriers when appending to the log. For example, in the relatively simple FSCQ design, the log inserts a write barrier between writing log entries to disk and writing the corresponding commit metadata to the log header. This ensures that no matter where the append procedure may crash, the log data corresponding to the commit metadata in the header will already be on disk. In particular, the recovery procedure will see either the old metadata, whose corresponding log entries will still be on disk because the log is append-only, or the new metadata, in which case the extra write barrier ensures that the new transaction will be on disk.

This design is easy to reason about, but performs poorly because of the extra write barrier required per transaction. A more sophisticated design could use data checksums to remove this extra write barrier. At a high level, the logging system
would write new log entries and commit metadata, including the new checksum, together to disk before flushing all outstanding writes. In this design, we’re still able to guarantee the same crash safety properties because the recovery procedure can compare the checksum of the data on disk against the checksum in the header on disk to determine whether the data is valid.

The primary challenge is to design a write-ahead log that internally uses checksums to support the same guarantees as a log like FSCQ’s: that committed entries are never lost and that garbage data is not mistaken for committed entries. Meanwhile, we also want to keep the interface simple. The write-ahead log is a relatively low-level component of a filesystem, since it is the component that reads and writes directly from the disk. Therefore, we want to keep the details of checksum support contained to the write-ahead log, so that other filesystem components can continue to use such a log without modification.

Our target is the logging system that underlies RapidFSCQ, a verifiably crash-safe filesystem that extends FSCQ with optimizations similar to those of ext4. We describe one scheme for modifying the RapidFSCQ log and its recovery procedure to use data checksums, with minimal changes required for higher-level code. With checksum support, we can show that RapidFSCQ reaches I/O efficiency on par with ext4.

1.3 Outline

In chapter 2, I discuss the work done so far in formally verified systems and modeling hash function behavior. In the remaining chapters, I discuss my three main contributions:

- **chapter 3**: A formal model of hash function behavior that is both logically sound and easy to use when reasoning about program execution and crashes.

- **chapter 4**: A verified checksum-based logging design, integrated into the RapidFSCQ crash-safe filesystem.
- **chapter 5**: An evaluation of RapidFSCQ with checksumming, demonstrating I/O efficiency competitive with ext4 and end-to-end crash safety with an application.
Chapter 2

Related Work

The work described in this thesis will ultimately go towards RapidFSCQ, the first file system with a machine-checked proof of crash safety with state-of-the-art logging optimizations, including checksums, and a specification that precisely captures the behavior of both \texttt{fsync} and \texttt{fdatasync} POSIX system calls. The rest of this chapter relates prior work to our technique for modeling hash collisions with crashes, as well as RapidFSCQ as a whole.

2.1 Modeling hash collisions

The work done so far on modeling hash collisions has not been practical enough to apply to a logging system. The Dolev-Yao model \cite{14} assumes that hash collisions cannot happen by treating hashes symbolically. However, this does not allow us to reason about actual executable code, where a hash value is a concrete sequence of bits that can be written to disk.

Work on formalizing cryptographic protocols has explored how to model collision-resistant hash functions. For example, the RF* verification-oriented programming language \cite{5} maintains, as auxiliary state, a mutable global dictionary from hashes to their inputs. This dictionary includes only the inputs already used in the current program execution, where an error is signaled if a new hash request leads to a collision in this dictionary. We build on this idea of treating hash collisions as program
non-termination and extend it to handle crashes by reasoning about subsets of hash histories.

2.2 File-system verification

There has been significant progress on machine-checked proofs of file-system correctness. The two most recent results are FSCQ [9] and Cogent [3]. FSCQ verifies an entire file system, albeit with a synchronous specification that does not allow for deferred writes. Cogent generates highly efficient executable code for a file system, and supports deferred writes, but lacks a specification and proof for the entire file system. The RapidFSCQ prototype builds on top of FSCQ, and as a result, suffers from CPU overheads due to extracting code to Haskell. RapidFSCQ could benefit from using the DSL approach from Cogent to generate more efficient code and reduce the size of the trusted computing base.

Neither FSCQ, Cogent, nor other prior work on file-system verification [25, 17, 6, 26, 4, 38, 20, 18, 7, 15, 16, 26] use RapidFSCQ’s technique for formally modeling hash collisions.

Efforts to find bugs in file-system code have been successful in reducing the number of bugs in real-world file systems and other storage systems [42, 43, 41, 24, 29]. However, these approaches cannot guarantee the absence of bugs, especially during recovery.

FSCQ’s Crash Hoare Logic (CHL) is particularly important to this work. CHL is a variation of Hoare logic [21], a formal method commonly used to specify and verify programs. Hoare logic allows us to specify a program’s correctness in terms of pre- and post-conditions. To prove a program’s correctness, we show that if some precondition $P$ holds before entering the program, then a postcondition $Q$ must hold after exiting the program. We can verify the postconditions of larger programs by chaining single operations together and showing that each postcondition fulfills the next operation’s precondition. This method of chaining proofs together also lends itself well to proof automation, which is crucial for verifying large systems.
Hoare logic is a powerful system for expressing correct program behavior, but it is not sufficient to prove correctness of a program in the event of a disk crash. This is because Hoare only allows a program’s correctness to be defined by its pre- and post-conditions, while a crash can stop program execution at any time.

FSCQ addressed this gap by extending traditional Hoare logic with crash-conditions, in addition to the conventional pre- and post-conditions, to produce CHL. In contrast to postconditions, crash-conditions must be proven to hold true after any single command in a program, since a crash could occur at any of these points. Crash-conditions are the link between a disk crash and the recovery procedure, allowing us to specify and prove the outcome of a sequence of program execution, crash, and recovery.

2.3 Application bugs

It is widely acknowledged that it is easy for application developers to make mistakes in ensuring crash safety for application state [32]. For instance, a change in the ext4 file system implementation changed the observable crash behavior of the file system, as far as the application could see. This led to many applications losing data after a crash [12, 19], due to a missing \texttt{fsync} call needed to ensure that the contents of a new file are flushed to disk [8]. The ext4 developers, however, maintained that the file system never promised to uphold the earlier behavior, so this was an application bug. Similar issues crop up with different file-system options, which often lead to different crash behavior [32]. In chapter 5, we demonstrate the first end-to-end verified application and file system.
Chapter 3

Modeling hash collisions

Formal verification of checksums requires a logically sound model of hash function behavior that allows us to prove that if we see two matching hashes, their inputs must be equal. In general, we cannot assume this is true, given the theoretically possible but practically unlikely event of a hash collision. On the other hand, if we chose to explicitly account for any hash collisions, we would have to reason about the internals of the hash function we chose. This would force us to take on a large overhead in proof work that is in all likelihood irrelevant to actual program execution.

Our solution is to define our execution semantics to account for the possibility of a hash collision. We describe our definition of hashing semantics, written in the Coq proof assistant [11] and CHL framework [9], in section 3.1. Essentially, whenever a hash collision is encountered, we exit normal program execution and enter an infinite loop.

Since our proofs reason only about program executions that terminate, we can thus directly infer from our execution semantics that there are no hash collisions. In section 3.2, we specify and prove these basic correctness guarantees.

In section 3.3, we describe how to build on these basic specifications to specify similar guarantees about hash collisions for larger programs. We also describe how to keep specifications lightweight, so that we can automate proofs for programs that don’t need to make explicit guarantees about specific hash values.
Finally, in section 3.4, we provide abstractions, as well as matching implementations, that allow us to reason about the hashes of lists of values. This abstraction will serve as a useful primitive for building a certified checksum-based log, which must hash across a series of disk blocks.

3.1 Execution semantics

The basis of the CHL framework is a set of opcodes that describe primitive operations on the disk, such as reading and writing a single block. The execution semantics define what each of these opcodes means with respect to the disk state. We can define conditions for execution in this way. For example, to execute a \textit{Read}(a) operation, the disk must have some value $v$ at address $a$ and the return value of the operation is then specified to be $v$.

To support our model of hash collisions, we define a new opcode, \textit{Hash}(k), conditional on the value $k$. Specifically, if $k$ doesn’t collide with any other input we’ve seen so far, \textit{Hash}(k) returns the hash of $k$, according to some hash function $h$. Otherwise, the program enters an infinite loop and fails to terminate. We keep some extra state in a data structure called a \textit{hashset} to track the hash inputs that we’ve seen throughout program execution.

Note that this definition of execution semantics is only an abstraction that is leveraged for proof work; the actual program extracted from the Coq implementation would continue executing whether or not there were any hash collisions. Similarly, the hashset state is only an abstraction used to facilitate proofs. Lookups of past hash inputs never actually happen during program execution and therefore add no memory or CPU overhead.

This also means that there is a chance that actual program execution could diverge from the execution defined by our formal semantics, i.e., the actual program would continue executing while the abstract program would loop forever on a hash collision. In this case, we could no longer guarantee the same specifications about the actual
program execution after that point. Fortunately, the probability of this event is negligible as long as we use a collision-resistant hash function.

The hashset data structure is a map from hash values, or outputs of a hash function \( h \), to keys, or inputs to \( h \). Key-value pairs are only ever added to the hashset, never deleted. Keys are also never overwritten, unless by the same value at that key already in the hashset.

We keep a single hashset across an entire program execution. The semantics of a \( Hash(k) \) operation are defined according to this hashset, shown in Figure 3-1. We check if a \( Hash(k) \) operation is safe or not by looking up \( h(k) \) in the hashset. If \( h(k) \) is not in the hashset, then we’ve never hashed \( k \) or any other colliding key before. If \( h(k) \) already points to \( k \) in the hashset, then we are hashing a value we’ve seen before. In either case, there is no hash collision, so it is safe to return the hash of \( k \). We always update the hashset with the entry \((h(k), k)\) when returning from the \( Hash \) operation, and the disk remains unchanged. The crash semantics are relatively simple: the hashset remains unchanged after recovering from a crash.

\[
hs[h(k)] = k \lor hs[h(k)] = \text{None} \\
(m, hs, Hash(k); \text{return}) \rightarrow (m, hs[h(k) := k], \text{return } h(k))
\]

Figure 3-1: Small-step semantics for the \( Hash \) opcode. \( m \) is the disk state, \( hs \) is the \textit{hashset} state, and \textit{return} is a continuation function that binds the return value of \( Hash(k) \) to the rest of the program.

### 3.2 Specification

The operational semantics described in section 3.1 are enough to specify and verify a simple Hoare specification for a \( Hash(k) \) operation, shown in Figure 3-2. The precondition is True, signifying that the \( Hash \) operation can be called at any time on any key. The postcondition has three parts: (1) the value returned is \( h(k) \); (2) the key \( k \) is safe with respect to the initial hashset, i.e., \( k \) does not collide with any
Figure 3-2: Specification for the $Hash$ operation. The $hs$ variables refer to the hashsets at different points in the program execution: before, after, or during a crash.

previous input; and (3) the final hashset is the initial one, updated with the pair $(h(k), k)$. Note that the condition of hash collision safety is in the postcondition, not the precondition. This is because the Hoare specification only applies to terminating programs, so our proof can assume that hashing $k$ does not cause a collision and therefore it must have been safe according to the initial hashset. We can prove the post-condition using the small-step semantics defined in Figure 3-1. The crash-condition simply states that the hashset at the time of the crash is equal to the initial hashset, which is trivial to prove since a crash in a single-operation program can only occur before the operation returns.

(a) Pseudocode.

(b) Specification.

Figure 3-3: A simple program that compares two hashes.

Once we have the specification for the $Hash$ operation, we can chain it together with other operations to produce larger programs. To demonstrate the injectivity of the $Hash$ operation on single values, we present pseudocode for a simple program in Figure 3-3a. The program takes in two input values, calls $Hash$ on each, and returns
True or False depending on whether the hash values are equal. Using the Hash specification, we can prove that the boolean returned by the program also represents whether the input values were equal. This is captured in the post-condition of the program specification, shown in Figure 3-3b.

We outline a sketch of the proof as follows. Let $k_1$ and $k_2$ be the two input values. After executing $Hash(k_1)$, the initial hashset is updated with the pair $(h(k_1), k_1)$, according to postcondition (3) of $Hash$. We’ll call this intermediate hashset $hs$. After executing $Hash(k_2)$, we know that $k_2$ does not cause any hash collisions with respect to $hs$, according to postcondition (2) of $Hash$.

There are two cases to consider: either the hashes are equal and we return True, or the hashes are not equal and we return False. In the first case, we know that $hs[h(k_1)] = k_1$ by definition of $hs$. Since $k_2$ is safe with respect to $hs$, there are two possibilities, $h(k_2)$ is not in $hs$ or $hs[h(k_2)] = k_2$. Since $h(k_1) = h(k_2)$ and $h(k_1)$ is in $hs$, it must be the latter. Then, by substitution, $k_1 = k_2$. In the second case, we can simply use the fact that $h$ is a function to show that $h(k_1) \neq h(k_2)$ implies that $k_1 \neq k_2$. In both cases, we have shown that the hashes are equal if and only if the input values are equal.

### 3.3 Hash subsets

Although it is necessary to the injectivity proof to state the exact mutations to the hashset in the $Hash$ operation’s postcondition, for the typical program, we only need to remember facts about certain entries in the hashset. To allow us to state these facts concisely without having to reason about the entire history of hashset updates, we use the idea of subsets. One hashset is the subset of another if and only if the latter has every entry in the former.

This definition has a few advantages. First, by stating for all programs that the hashset in the post- and crash-conditions must be a superset of the initial hashset, we can effectively abstract away the specific updates to the hashset. This is especially useful for stating crash-conditions, which must describe the state at any point during
the program execution. For example, in a program that uses five different Hash operations, there are six possible hashsets if the program crashes, one for the initial hashset and one each after every Hash operation. It is undesirable to have to list out each of these possible hashsets in the crash-condition. Instead, we can simply state that the hashset at the time of the crash is some superset of the original, and selectively state propositions about the keys that we want to remember.

One subtlety is that even though the hashset does not actually change during a crash, this weaker crash specification allows the program to add any keys not already in the hashset in between program crash and program recovery. Although this does not affect any keys that we explicitly state propositions about at the time of the crash, since keys are never deleted or overwritten, one may think that this implicitly allows for false hash collisions in the future. However, as long as the execution semantics do not actually add any more keys to the hashset during a crash, we can safely assume that the program execution will not encounter a false hash collision.

Second, specifications stated in this way are easy to automate, given the transitivity of the hashset-subset property. For a program that calls some number of functions in sequence, each of which guarantees the subset property in its postcondition, we simply chain together the subset relationships until we can prove that the final hashset is indeed a superset of the original. For example, if \( h_s^0 \) is the initial hashset, \( h_s^1 \) is the hashset after running program \( p_1 \), and \( h_s^2 \) is the hashset after running program \( p_2 \), we can prove that \( h_s^0 \) is a subset of \( h_s^2 \) using \( h_s^0 \subseteq h_s^1 \subseteq h_s^2 \).

Finally, propositions about specific keys in a hashset can easily be carried across the subset relationship. This is because any key that we’ve already seen with respect to a hashset will still be safe to hash with respect to any superset. This is critical for maintaining information about the checksum across crashes. In particular, we must preserve the list of inputs that we hashed to compute the on-disk checksum so that we can compare it to the on-disk log data after a crash.
3.4 Modeling checksums

Although the specifications we’ve defined so far are enough to prove injectivity of single values, we’d also like to prove injectivity for lists of values, since a checksum should be able to represent multiple log entries. To do this, we first formalize a standard method for computing a checksum that chains together a list of inputs into a single hash value. The value zero, again the size of one disk block, serves as the default initial key. The checksum of a list of inputs is defined as:

\[
\text{checksum}_i = \begin{cases} 
  h(\text{checksum}_{i-1} \| k_i), & \text{if } i > 0 \\
  h(0), & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

Using this definition, we can define an inductive relationship in Coq called *hash_list*, which relates a hash value, a list of hash inputs, and a hashset, shown in Figure 3-4. The inputs could be arbitrarily sized, but for our use case, we assume that they are each the size of one disk block.

The *hash_list* relationship closely follows the definition of \(\text{checksum}_i\) given above, but also requires that all checksums computed are safe with respect to the given hashset. Specifically, if we look up any checksum in \(hs\), we will get the corresponding input to the hash function. Similar to how the hashset was used in section 3.1 to prove
injectivity for single values, the hashset is also necessary here to prove injectivity for multiple values.

We can use this relationship to prove injectivity of $\text{hash}_\text{list}$ on lists of inputs, assuming the same hashset. In other words, if the checksums and hashsets are equal, then the lists of inputs must also be equal. First, we will prove a couple helper lemmas. The first states that for any $\text{hash}_\text{list}$ relationship, $h(0)$ must point to 0 in the hashset. The second states that no other list besides the empty list has the default hash value as its checksum. This second lemma is important because it allows us to prove that we will not mistakenly lose entries, thinking that the length of the log is zero when it isn’t.

**Lemma 3.4.1** Let $\text{hash}_\text{list}$ hold for $(l, c, hs)$. Then, $hs[h(0)] = 0$.

**Proof** By induction on the $\text{hash}_\text{list}$ relation. 

**Lemma 3.4.2** Let $l$ be a non-empty list, and assume that $\text{hash}_\text{list}$ holds for $(l, c, hs)$. Then, $c \neq h(0)$.

**Proof** By contradiction. Assume that $c = h(0)$. Since $l$ is non-empty, in order for $\text{hash}_\text{list}$ to hold for $(l, c, hs)$, there must exist some previous checksum $c'$ and element $x$ in $l$ such that $hs[h(0)] = c'||x$. But, by Lemma 3.4.1, $hs[h(0)] = 0$. Since 0 and $x$ are both the size of one disk block, there cannot exist a $c'$ such that $c'||x = 0$.\(^1\)

Now, we can define a lemma stating injectivity of the $\text{hash}_\text{list}$ relationship, assuming the same hashset:

**Lemma 3.4.3** Let $l_1$ and $l_2$ be two lists of hash inputs. For some checksum $c$ and hashset $hs$, assume that the $\text{hash}_\text{list}$ relation holds for $(l_1, c, hs)$ and $(l_2, c, hs)$. Then, $l_1 = l_2$.

\(^1\)A more standard way of computing the checksum is to prepend a single 1-bit to $c'||x$, which allows us to prove the same fact that there exists no $c'$ such that $1||c'||x = 0$ without having to depend on word sizes. Still, it is most likely safe to depend on word sizes for correctness, since the practical probability of a hash function producing a zero checksum $c'$ is very low.
Proof By induction on the hash_list relation.

The base case is when $l_1$ is an empty list and $c = h(0)$. Then, by Lemma 3.4.2, the only possible value for $l_2$ is the empty list, so $l_1 = l_2$.

Next, we want to show that for any $k_1$ and $k_2$, if hash_list holds for $(l_1 ++ [k_1], c, hs)$ and $(l_2 ++ [k_2], c, hs)$, then $l_1 ++ [k_1] = l_2 ++ [k_2]$.

Note that there must have been two previous checksums $c_1$ and $c_2$ that correspond to $l_1$ and $l_2$, respectively, such that $c = h(c_1||k_1)$ and $c = h(c_2||k_2)$. By definition of hash_list, $hs[c] = c_1||k_1$ and $hs[c] = c_2||k_2$. Since $c_1$ and $c_2$ have the same number of bits, we can conclude that $c_1 = c_2$ and $k_1 = k_2$.

Since the checksums $c_1$ and $c_2$ are equal, then by induction, $l_1 = l_2$. ■

```python
def checksum(c, keys):
    for i in range(len(keys)):
        c = Hash(c || keys[i])
    return c
```

(a) Pseudocode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPEC</th>
<th>checksum(c, l')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRE: $hs_{PRE}$</td>
<td>hash_list (l, c, $hs_{PRE}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST: $hs_{POST}$</td>
<td>hash_list (l ++ l', ret, $hs_{POST}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOOP: $hs_{LOOP}, i, c$</td>
<td>hash_list (l ++ l'[; i], c, $hs_{LOOP}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRASH: $hs_{CRASH}$</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Specification.

Figure 3-5: The checksum program. The loop invariant refers to the current hashset, loop variable $i$, and loop return variable $c$.

Finally, we demonstrate a program that computes the checksum of a list of inputs using the Hash operation, shown in Figure 3-5. The program takes in a starting checksum and list of inputs and repeatedly hashes the concatenated checksum and next input. The specification guarantees that if hash_list holds for the given starting checksum and some list $l$, then hash_list will hold for the final checksum returned by the function and the list $l$ appended with the given list of inputs.
The checksum correctness proof requires some discussion of loop invariants in the context of hashing semantics. The for-loop body is generally parametrized on a loop variable, e.g., the index $i$ into the list of hash inputs. For-loops are executed by repeatedly executing the body until the loop variable reaches some condition, e.g., the length of the list. Since hashing semantics record a single hashset across all of program execution, every loop program must additionally parametrize each iteration of the loop with a hashset. This allows us to prove the loop invariant that the current hashset is a superset of the initial hashset, which is necessary to prove the hashset subset postcondition.

Proving the checksum program’s postcondition requires a more specific loop invariant on the hashset, defined formally in Figure 3-5b. In this case, the loop invariant is that the current checksum computed must match the list of inputs hashed so far, according to the $hash\_list$ relation. The precondition of checksum directly implies the loop invariant before entering the for-loop, while the loop invariant directly implies the postcondition. To prove that the loop invariant holds from one iteration of the loop to the next, we simply use the postcondition of the Hash operation to prove that $hash\_list$ holds for the next checksum and input.

With these building block programs proven, we are ready to design a fully developed logging system that guarantees data integrity using checksums, discussed in chapter 4.
Chapter 4

Logging with checksums

The FSCQ log’s `commit` procedure follows a design similar to ext4’s `data=journal` mode in order to ensure data integrity in the log. This can be seen in the FSCQ [9] pseudocode, adapted in Figure 4-1 to highlight the code that can be optimized using data checksums. Specifically, before applying the commit, the FSCQ log writes the log entries to disk, flushes all outstanding writes to disk, writes the commit metadata to the log header, and flushes again. By separating the log entries and commit metadata writes with a disk flush barrier, FSCQ ensures that no matter where the log update procedure may crash, if the recovery procedure tries to recover the commit, then the correct log data is already on disk.

```python
def log_commit():
    logHeader = log_flush()
    if logHeader is None: return False
    disk_sync()
    disk_write(COMMITBLOCK, logHeader)
    disk_sync()
    log_apply()
    disk_sync()
    logHeader.len = 0
    disk_write(COMMITBLOCK, logHeader)
    disk_sync()
    inMemoryLog = {}
return True
```

Figure 4-1: The FSCQ `commit` procedure. The highlighted `disk_sync` can be removed using checksumming.
Checksumming improves I/O efficiency by removing the write barrier between writing the log entries and the log header. In this chapter, we apply the formalizations developed in chapter 3 towards supporting log checksums in an existing verified logging system, the RapidFSCQ log. RapidFSCQ is a crash-safe filesystem that provides a precise specification for the POSIX \texttt{fsync} and \texttt{fdatasync} calls. The core of the filesystem is the RapidFSCQ log, a highly optimized write-ahead log.

In section 4.1, we give an overview of the RapidFSCQ interface and logging design. The RapidFSCQ log includes sophisticated optimizations such as group commit and deferred application of log entries, which further reduce the number of write barriers per transaction. Due to the complexity of the RapidFSCQ logging optimizations, it is necessary to keep the system as modular as possible. At a high level, the RapidFSCQ log is separated into several logical layers built on top of each other, each of which is responsible for certain optimizations.

Our goal is to incorporate checksums into the RapidFSCQ logging design with minimal modifications to other layers. In section 4.2, we describe the implementation modifications required. These include the modifications to the on-disk layout of the log, as well as the procedures to recover and append to the log.

Finally, we describe the specification changes required in each layer in section 4.3. The majority of these changes go towards accounting for the addition of a new invalid log state, in which the data in the log does not match the checksum in the header.

## 4.1 RapidFSCQ Overview

RapidFSCQ is an I/O-efficient filesystem with a precise specification for crash safety. All of RapidFSCQ, including its specifications, implementation, and proofs, are written in the Coq proof assistant. This has two benefits. First, it allows us to use the same environment to write all parts of RapidFSCQ. Second, it ensures that our proofs are checked by the Coq proof assistant, giving us strong confidence in their correctness. RapidFSCQ runs on Linux using the FUSE interface. Following FSCQ’s approach, RapidFSCQ’s implementation is extracted from Coq into Haskell code,
and compiled into a user-space FUSE server. Figure 4-2 shows the lines of code for different components of RapidFSCQ, including the modifications required for checksumming. The proofs are complete, and guarantee that RapidFSCQ’s implementation meets its specification. The total development effort took 4 people one year. In the rest of this section, we describe the RapidFSCQ specification and optimizations, not including checksumming.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Lines of code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FSCQ and CHL infrastructure</td>
<td>19,220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashing semantics</td>
<td>460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General data structures</td>
<td>3,615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer cache</td>
<td>1,267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write-ahead log</td>
<td>10,190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inodes and files</td>
<td>2,907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directories</td>
<td>5,470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RapidFSCQ’s top-level API</td>
<td>1,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>44,879</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-2: Combined lines of code and proof for RapidFSCQ components

### 4.1.1 Specification

The POSIX standard is notoriously vague on what crash-safety guarantees file-system operations provide. A particular concern is the guarantees provided by `fsync` and `fdatasync`, which give applications fine-grained control over what data the file system flushes to persistent storage. Unfortunately, file systems provide imprecise promises on exactly what data is flushed, and, in fact, for Linux ext4 file system it depends on the options that an administrator specifies when mounting the file system [32]. Because of this lack of precision, applications such as databases and mail servers, which try hard to make sequences of file creates, writes, and renames crash-safe by inserting `fsyncs` and `fdatasyncs` in the sequence, may still lose data when the file system it is running on crashes at an inopportune time [45, 8].
```python
tmpfile = "crashsafe.tmp"

def crash_safe_update(filename, data_blocks):
    f = open(tmpfile, "w")
    for block in data_blocks:
        f.write(block)
    f.close()

    fdatasync(tmpfile)
    rename(tmpfile, filename)
    fsync(dirname(filename))

def crash_safe_recover():
    unlink(tmpfile)

Figure 4-3: Pseudocode for an application library that updates the contents of a file in a crash-safe manner.

For example, Figure 4-3 shows how a prototypical application uses fsync and fdatasync, in combination with other file-system API calls, to update a file in a crash-safe manner. This pattern shows up in many real applications, such as a mail server, a text editor, a database, etc. Of course, prior research has shown that file systems provide different crash semantics [32, 8], so our example may be not crash-safe on some file systems, and crash-safe on others. Nonetheless, we will explain why a developer might expect it to be crash-safe; this code also happens to be crash-safe on a file system that satisfies the RapidFSCQ specification. Our example code assumes that the application never runs this function concurrently.

crash_safe_update(f, data) ensures that, after a crash, file f will have either its old contents or the new data; it will not have a mixture of old and new data, or partial new data, or any other intermediate state. To ensure this property, crash_safe_update first writes the new data into a temporary file. A file system might bypass the journal when writing the new data to the file’s data blocks; this is a common optimization implemented by Linux ext4 among others, which we call log bypass. Many file systems also implement writeback caching, so the new data may not have been written to the file’s data block yet.
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Once crash_safe_update has finished writing data to the temporary file, it invokes fdatasync to force the file system to flush any buffered changes to the temporary file’s data blocks from the writeback cache out to disk (and to issue a disk write barrier).

After fdatasync returns, crash_safe_update replaces the original file with the new temporary file using rename. Since the file system’s rename is atomic with respect to crashes, and the temporary file’s contents are already on disk, if the system crashes at this point, the application will observe either the original contents (of the old file) or the new contents (of the new file). Finally, crash_safe_update uses fsync to flush its change to the directory, so that upon return, an application can be sure that the new data will survive a crash.

If the system crashes while executing crash_safe_update, it must first execute the file system’s recovery code (which may replay transactions that have been committed but not applied), followed by its own recovery code. In our example, the application-specific recovery code crash_safe_recover simply deletes the temporary file if one exists. This is sufficient for our example, since if the temporary file exists, we must have crashed in the middle of crash_safe_update, and thus the original file still has its old contents.

RapidFSCQ provides a precise specification for the fsync and fdatasync system calls, allowing an application such as crash_safe_update to prove its own correctness. Briefly, the specification guarantees that in the event of a crash, the disk after recovery will reflect a complete and in-order prefix of all metadata updates up until the crash.

This specification provides a clear contract between applications and a file system. Ensuring metadata ordering helps developers reason about the possible states of the directory structure after a crash: If some operation survives a crash, then all preceding operations must have also survived. For instance, in the crash_safe_update function from Figure 4-3, the developer knows that all directory changes have been flushed to disk once fsync(dirname(filename)) returns. Notably, this includes any possible pending changes to parent directories as well: for instance, if the application had just created the parent directory prior to calling crash_safe_update.
4.1.2 Implementation

The RapidFSCQ specification strikes a reasonable balance between ease of use for application programmers and allowing file systems to implement optimizations that provide high I/O performance. RapidFSCQ supports three optimizations besides log checksumming, which is described in the remainder of this chapter:

1. **Group commit**: Transactions are batched when appended to the on-disk log, reducing the number of disk flushes needed to persist each transaction.

2. **Deferred writes**: The log waits until it is full to apply all the transactions in the log to the disk at once, rather than applying each transaction individually with disk flushes in between.

3. **Log bypass**: Writes can bypass the log and go directly to disk without being committed as part of a transaction. Bypassed writes are handled by the RapidFSCQ log abstraction, but are not written to the on-disk log.

The key idea behind verifying a system as complex as the RapidFSCQ log is one familiar from building the unverified equivalent: modularity. The RapidFSCQ log is divided into four logical layers: LogAPI, GroupCommit, Applier, and DiskLog, shown in Figure 4-4. Here, we briefly describe the functionality of each layer and focus on DiskLog, the layer for which we’ll provide checksum support.

LogAPI, the uppermost layer, exposes an interface with a single active transaction, and allows higher-level code (i.e., the file system) to read and write disk blocks. Writing blocks builds up an in-memory transaction, which is passed to the GroupCommit layer once the higher-level code invokes `commit`. LogAPI exposes the size of the transaction in its specification, and guarantees that transactions below a certain size will be able to commit. This is important for proving that some system calls, such as `unlink`, never fail as a result of running out of log space.

GroupCommit accepts committed transactions from LogAPI and implements group commit by buffering them in memory. GroupCommit also exposes a `flush` function, which flushes the in-memory transactions to the on-disk log. This allows the file
system to implement the `fsync` system call by flushing all metadata changes from GroupCommit to disk. GroupCommit’s specification also allows it to flush transactions to disk on its own at any time. GroupCommit can choose to merge all buffered transactions into a single transaction, or it can flush them one at a time to disk if the single transaction is too large.

Applier manages the data part of the disk (i.e., everything but the log) by applying the log entries to the disk and truncating when the log fills up. While there is still room on the disk for more transactions to be written, Applier buffers unapplied writes in memory. By deferring the application of log entries, Applier is able to absorb repeated writes to the same address in multiple on-disk transactions.

DiskLog implements the on-disk log, without checksumming. It provides only two functions: `append` and `truncate`, pseudocode shown in Figure 4-5. `append` durably appends a given transaction to the on-disk log, using a design similar to FSCQ’s
commit procedure in Figure 4-1. truncate returns the log to length zero, allowing Applier to remove applied entries. DiskLog also exposes the size of the on-disk log to guarantee to Applier that transactions of a certain size will fit and thus be able to commit.

Recovery is relatively simple in RapidFSCQ. LogAPI exposes a read-only recovery procedure that rebuilds all layers’ in-memory state, shown in Figure 4-5. Since DiskLog’s append function uses a disk-write barrier to order the log entries before the log header, it is safe for the recovery procedure to read out all on-disk log entries without checking for data corruption. Thus, the procedure simply recovers all layers’ in-memory state by reading out the log entries on disk.

The on-disk log abstracted by the DiskLog layer consists of three regions: the log header, descriptor, and data, shown in Figure 4-5. The log header stores the length of the list, which we use to determine how many valid entries there are. Each entry in the log consists of a disk block address and a value to update the corresponding block. The disk block addresses are stored in the descriptor region, with many packed into a single disk block, while the values are stored in the data region in the same order.

The interface exposed by each layer of the logging system consists of the methods allowed and the layer’s possible states. The specification for each method is stated in terms of the layer’s possible states. DiskLog exposes three possible states to Applier: Synced, Truncating, and Extending. These states also take a list of log entries as an argument, representing the current entries on disk, but we will only include this argument when necessary for clarity. Each layer builds its own state definitions out of the states of the layer below. For example, Applier has a state called Applying that is defined as either DiskLog’s Synced or Truncating states; either Applier is applying the log updates to disk, or it has finished and is cleaning up the applied entries.

Synced is the stable state, in which there are no outstanding writes to disk, and the number of entries in the on-disk log match the length in the header. Truncating is the state when we’ve just written the length of the log to be zero, but haven’t yet flushed the disk. Extending is the state when we’ve just written the new length of
# Applier's collapsed map of unapplied updates.
allFlushedTxns = {}

# Called by Applier layer after applying log to disk.
def log_truncate(txn):
    logHeader = disk_read(COMMITBLOCK)
    logHeader.len = 0
    disk_write(COMMITBLOCK, logHeader)
    disk_barrier_wait()

# Called by Applier layer, which must guarantee that
# there's enough space.
def log_append(txn):
    logHeader = disk_read(COMMITBLOCK)
    i = logHeader.len
    for (a, v) in txn.iteritems():
        disk_write(LOGSTART + i, (a, v))
        allFlushedTxns[a] = v
        i = i + 1
    disk_barrier_wait()
    logHeader.len = logHeader.len + len(txn)
    disk_write(COMMITBLOCK, logHeader)
    disk_barrier_wait()

# Recovers Applier's in-memory state.
def log_recover():
    logHeader = disk_read(COMMIT_BLOCK)
    for i in range(0, logHeader.len):
        (a, v) = disk_read(LOGSTART + i)
        allFlushedTxns[a] = v

Figure 4-5: DiskLog pseudocode, without checksumming.

---

Figure 4-6: DiskLog layout, without checksumming.
the log, but haven’t yet flushed the disk. Note that in the *Extending* state, the new log data has already been flushed completely to disk, so if the new header makes it to disk, it will be consistent with the log data.

The most interesting case of state transition is during the `append` call, whose CHL specification is shown in Figure 4-7. In this case, we could crash before we write the new length of the header, in which case we may lose the new data that we wrote to disk, but we’ll crash in a stable state. Otherwise, we may crash during the write of the new length to the header, the *Extending* state. Then, we may restart after the crash with either the old length or the new length in the header.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SPEC} & \quad \text{append}(txn) \\
\text{PRE} & \quad \text{Synced } l \\
\text{POST} & \quad \text{Synced } (l +\txn) \\
\text{CRASH} & \quad \text{Synced } l \lor \text{Extending } l \txn
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4-7: CHL specification for DiskLog `append`. \( l \) is the list of log entries currently on disk, while \( txn \) is the transaction we want to append.

## 4.2 Checksummed log implementation

To support checksumming in the RapidFSCQ log, we make two modifications to the on-disk log layout, highlighted in Figure 4-8. First, we add a `checksum` field to the header. Second, we add a `previous_length` field, which represents the length of the log immediately before the most recent `append` call. `previous_length` is necessary for recovery, so that we do not lose the entire log of transactions when only the last transaction appended is corrupted by the crash. With these additional fields, the header can still fit in a single disk block, so we assume that writes to multiple fields of the header are atomic.

Next, we describe the modifications required for each of the two existing DiskLog methods, `truncate` and `append`, as well as a new `recover` method implemented at the DiskLog level. The pseudocode for each is shown in Figure 4-9.
truncate without checksumming already worked by writing the log header to return the log length to zero. Checksumming requires only an additional write to the log header to update the checksum to \( h(0) \), the default initial hash value.

append is more complex. First, we remove the write barrier between writing the log entries to disk and the log header. Next, we use the checksum method defined in section 3.4 to hash the current checksum stored in the header with all of the block values for the new transaction.\(^1\) We write this new checksum to the log header. Finally, we shift out the current length to \( \text{previous\_length} \) and replace it with the new length, including the appended transaction.

The RapidFSCQ recovery procedure requires the most modification. Previously, the log could never crash to an inconsistent state and therefore DiskLog did not even include a recover operation, as the disk was read-only during recovery. With checksumming, the log may be corrupted and no longer match the on-disk checksum after restarting from a crash. We introduce a DiskLog recover method that modifies the disk to return the log to a consistent state (i.e., Synced). Upper logging layers can call DiskLog’s recover function and then continue as before to recover any in-memory state.

First, recover compares checksums to determine if the log is corrupt or not. The procedure reads the length from the header and reads that many log entries from disk. It computes their checksum using the checksum method and compares it against

\(^1\)For simplicity, we actually store two separate checksums, one each for the descriptor and data regions.
allFlushedTxns = {}

def log_truncate(txn):
    logHeader = disk_read(COMMITBLOCK)
    logHeader.checksum = hash(0)
    logHeader.previous_len = logHeader.len
    logHeader.len = 0
    disk_write(COMMITBLOCK, logHeader)
    disk_barrier_wait()

def log_append(txn):
    logHeader = disk_read(COMMITBLOCK)
    i = logHeader.len
    for (a, v) in txn.iteritems():
        disk_write(LOGSTART + i, (a, v))
        allFlushedTxns[a] = v
        logHeader.checksum =
            hash(logHeader.checksum || a || v)
        i = i + 1
    logHeader.previous_len = logHeader.len
    logHeader.len = logHeader.len + len(txn)
    disk_write(COMMITBLOCK, logHeader)
    disk_barrier_wait()

def log_recover():
    logHeader = disk_read(COMMIT_BLOCK)
    checksum = hash(0)
    for i in range(0, logHeader.len):
        (a, v) = disk_read(LOGSTART + i)
        checksum = hash(checksum || a || v)
    if checksum != logHeader.checksum:
        checksum = hash(0)
        for i in range(0, logHeader.previous_len):
            (a, v) = disk_read(LOGSTART + i)
            checksum = hash(checksum || a || v)
        logHeader.checksum = checksum
        logHeader.len = logHeader.previous_len
        disk_write(COMMITBLOCK, logHeader)
        disk_barrier_wait()
    for i in range(0, logHeader.len):
        (a, v) = disk_read(LOGSTART + i)
        allFlushedTxns[a] = v

Figure 4-9: DiskLog pseudocode, with checksumming.
the checksum value stored in the on-disk header. If the two checksums are different, recover must recover to a previously valid state.

recover uses the previous_length value stored on disk to recover to a previous log state. It reads out the first previous_length log entries on disk and computes their checksum. It writes this checksum value and previous_length as the new value for length in the header. Finally, it uses a write barrier to bring the log back into a Synced state. At this point, upper layers may continue the recovery process as if without checksums.

4.3 Checksummed log specification

With the addition of checksum support in the low-level DiskLog, we’d like to promise the same guarantees and interface for the top-level LogAPI. This involves modifying each logging layer’s specification to account for checksumming and reproving the new specifications. In this section, we show that we can keep most of the modifications contained to the DiskLog layer.

There are two primary modifications necessary to the DiskLog specification. First, we add propositions to each of the possible DiskLog states guaranteeing that the checksum in the header matches the log entries on disk. Most of these propositions are hash_list relations between the checksum in the header, the list of entries on disk, and a given hashset. The hashset is passed into the DiskLog state representation function as a part of program specification. For example, Synced previously required that there was some list \( l \) of log entries that was completely synced on disk, whose length matched the value of length in the log header. With the addition of checksums, it now also requires that hash_list holds for \((l, c, hs)\), where \(c\) is the value of the checksum field in the log header and \(hs\) is the current hashset.

Second, we define two new DiskLog states. Most of the possible states that a checksummed DiskLog could be in are already covered by the states introduced in section 4.1. However, since recovery in the non-checksummed DiskLog was a read-only operation, there are checksummed DiskLog states possible during recovery that
Figure 4-10: State diagram for DiskLog append and recover procedures. The dotted edges represent a crash and restart. Note that all states crash to either Synced or Rollback, the precondition for recover. Also, any path made up of recover and crash edges can only end in a single Synced state, demonstrating idempotency.

have no equivalent non-checksummed states. These can appear when recovering from a crash during a append operation, as demonstrated by the state machine in Figure 4-10.

The first of these states is Rollback, which like Synced, represents a disk with no outstanding writes. Unlike Synced, however, Rollback states that the on-disk log entries do not match the checksum in the header. DiskLog can restart the disk in this state if a crash occurs during an append operation after writing the log data and header, but before syncing the disk. In this case, the new log header may make it to disk after the crash without the new log data. Synced and Rollback are both parametrized by a list of log entries, which both promise is on disk. However, whereas the log header matches this list in the Synced state, it does not in Rollback. The Rollback list is the most recent log state when the header did match the log data, which the DiskLog recover method will eventually recover to.

It is surprisingly tricky to correctly define the fact that the on-disk checksum does not match the on-disk log entries in the Rollback state. The most obvious way is to directly state that the on-disk checksum is not equal to the checksum of the on-disk log data, but this turns out to be impossible to prove according to our hashing execution semantics. Even though we have enough information to say what the checksum of the on-disk log data would be, that information may not yet exist in the current hashset,
since there is no guarantee that the data that the disk restarts with is data that we’ve previously passed through the *Hash* operation.

This particular definition doesn’t work because of our inability to guess before recovery has started whether the data on disk would collide with some previously hashed value; we cannot know that there was no collision until after the recovery procedure and all relevant *Hash* operations have returned. Thus, the only way we can define the checksum mismatch is by reasoning directly about the input values themselves. In other words, we must explicitly state that the on-disk blocks are different from the transaction we should have appended to the log, i.e., the original argument to the *append* call made right before the crash. Only then can we guarantee that the checksum we compute from the log data will not match the checksum on disk.

The second additional state is *Recovering*, which is exactly the same as *Rollback*, except that the log header block has an outstanding write. This is the write done by *recover* to return the log to a consistent state.

Outside of these changes, the checksummed DiskLog specification differs from that of RapidFSCQ DiskLog only after a crash, since that is when data corruption may occur. Fortunately, this means that the proofs for non-recovery operations require little to no modification after the addition of checksums. The extra *hash_list* propositions can be easily proven using the postcondition of the *checksum* method.

```
SPEC recover()
PRE:hs_{PRE}       Synced l hs_{PRE} ∨ Rollback l hs_{PRE}
POST:hs_{POST}     Synced l hs_{POST}
CRASH:hs_{CRASH}   Synced l hs_{CRASH} ∨
                  Rollback l hs_{CRASH} ∨
                  Recovering l hs_{CRASH}
```

Figure 4-11: CHL specification for DiskLog *recover*, with checksumming.

The *recover* operation, on the other hand, is entirely new. Its specification is given in Figure 4-11. The precondition says that recovery can be run only on a log *l* that’s in a consistent state, or else a log that, based on the mismatching on-disk values,
we know should be rolled back to a previous log $l$. The postcondition guarantees that whichever state we start in, the log will be in a consistent state, with matching checksum, and entries $l$ on disk. The crash-condition says that we either crash at the beginning of the program, or else we crash while in the Recovering state. This represents the period when the recovery procedure tries to restore a Rollback state to the Synced state.

The recovery specification guarantees a final, precise log state. For this to be useful, we need to prove that all other operations crash to a state that satisfies the recover precondition, i.e., either Synced or Rollback. The interesting cases are the crashes during append and recover, represented by the dotted edges in Figure 4-10. The CHL specifications given in Figure 4-7 and Figure 4-11 are both for the state of the disk immediately before the crash, the source of the edges in the state diagram. We must analyze each case to prove that the state of the disk after the crash, the destination of the edges, satisfies the recover precondition.

According to the specification in Figure 4-7, $\text{append}(\text{txn})$ can crash in the $(\text{Synced } l)$ or $(\text{Extending } l \\text{txn})$ states, where $l$ is the list of log entries already synced to disk and $\text{txn}$ is the log entries we want to append. Clearly, the $\text{Synced } l$ case satisfies the recover precondition.

Recall that the $(\text{Extending } l \\text{txn})$ state includes outstanding writes to disk, including the log entries in $\text{txn}$ and the matching new log header. There are three possible cases for what combination of these writes will make it to disk after the crash:

1. The new log header does not make it to disk. Since the log entries previously on disk were not affected, the old log header is still consistent with the rest of the log, so we are in $(\text{Synced } l)$.

2. The new log header makes it to disk, but not all of the $\text{txn}$ data. The data on disk is not equal to the data in $\text{txn}$, so we are in $(\text{Rollback } l)$.

3. The new log header and $\text{txn}$ data both make it to disk. The checksum is consistent with the data on disk, so we are in $(\text{Synced } (l ++ \text{txn}))$. 
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The nontrivial case for a crash during `recover`, specified in Figure 4-11, is the \((Recovering\ l)\) case. Recall that this is the \((Rollback\ l)\) case, but with an outstanding write to the log header that matches \(l\), the previous log entries on disk. There are two cases for the on-disk log state after the crash:

1. The write does not make it to disk. The original header, whose checksum did not match the log data, is still on disk, so we are in \((Rollback\ l)\).

2. The write does make it to disk. The log header now includes the length of \(l\) as the `length` field and the correct checksum, since we computed it by reading \(l\) out from disk, so we are in \((Synced\ l)\).

We can also use this case analysis to prove idempotency of the recovery procedure. Specifically, if we crash during an operation and then crash any number of times during the recovery procedure, we want to show that we will always recover to the same log state. This is easy to see by tracing the cycle between `Rollback` and `Recovery` formed by the `recover` and crash transitions in the state diagram in Figure 4-10.

Finally, we examine the modifications necessary to the specifications of the higher-level logging layers to account for the changes in DiskLog. The original DiskLog states, those that do not appear during DiskLog’s recovery procedure, abstract away the details of checksumming and remain unchanged besides the addition of a hashset argument. Since the specifications and proofs for the upper layers’ non-recovery operations are built out of these DiskLog states, there are no changes necessary for these operations above the DiskLog layer.

For recovery, since the upper layers now call the new DiskLog `recover` method before executing their own recovery procedures, there are two modifications necessary. The first is the addition of a state equivalent to DiskLog’s `Rollback` state in each of the upper layers’ preconditions for recovery, to match DiskLog’s `recover` specification. This is relatively simple, since we just add a `Rollback` state in each of the upper layers and define it to be the `Rollback` state of the layer below. For each layer’s recovery method, we also add `Rollback` as a possible branch in the precondition.
The other modification is the crash-condition of the upper layers’ recovery methods. Previously, since recovery was read-only, the crash-condition was simply the same as the precondition for layers above DiskLog. With the addition of checksumming, we define a new Recovering state in each of the upper layers that exactly matches the full DiskLog recover crash-condition, defined formally in Figure 4-11.

Most of the proof work is already taken care of within DiskLog. All upper layers’ modified specifications are simple to prove using DiskLog’s modified specification.
Chapter 5

Evaluation

As mentioned in chapter 4, RapidFSCQ is a sophisticated filesystem that includes several optimizations besides log checksumming, such as deferred writes, group commit. The system also supports file data writes that bypass the filesystem journal, which we call log bypass. This chapter answers the following questions about RapidFSCQ as a whole, with log checksum support.

- Do RapidFSCQ’s theorems prevent bugs that previous systems could not?
- Does RapidFSCQ, with checksumming, indeed achieve good I/O performance?
- Are RapidFSCQ’s high-level specifications correct and useful? That is, can applications use RapidFSCQ’s specifications to prove their own correctness? One goal of having precise specifications is that applications can prove their own correctness.

5.1 What bugs are prevented?

We answer the question of whether RapidFSCQ’s theorems prevent real bugs by presenting a case study of different kinds of bugs that have been discovered in the Linux ext4 file system. For each, we argue for whether the state-of-the-art prior work (FSCQ) or RapidFSCQ prevents them.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bug category and example</th>
<th>Possible in FSCQ?</th>
<th>Possible in RapidFSCQ?</th>
<th>Prevented by FSCQ?</th>
<th>Prevented by RapidFSCQ?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Logging logic:</td>
<td>Some (no checksumming)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Must be barrier ordering [27, 36, 13]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misuse of logging API [37, 34]</td>
<td>Some (no log bypass)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bugs in recovery protocol [23, 30]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improper corner-case handling [40]</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-level bugs [31, 27, 39]</td>
<td>Some (memory safe)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Some (memory safe)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrency [28, 35]</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5-1: Representative bugs found in Linux ext4 and whether RapidFSCQ’s specifications preclude them.

5.1.1 ext4 bugs case study.

We looked through the git logs for the Linux ext4 file system starting from 2013, and categorized the bugs fixed in those commits. Figure 5-1 shows the resulting categories along with representative bugs from each category. For instance, this table includes the bug that was mentioned in the introduction, where ext4 would disclose previously deleted file data after a crash [27]. The figure also shows whether each bug category could have occurred in the implementations of either FSCQ or RapidFSCQ; for instance, some bugs arise due to concurrent execution of system calls, which is impossible in both FSCQ and RapidFSCQ by design (i.e., they are not sophisticated enough to have such a bug). The figure also shows whether the theorems of FSCQ and RapidFSCQ prevent those bugs.

We make four conclusions from this case study. First, RapidFSCQ is sophisticated enough that its implementation could have had many of the bugs that were fixed in ext4, making verification important. Second, the state-of-the-art verified file system, FSCQ, was not sophisticated enough to even have many of these bugs, especially the trickier cases that included dealing log checksums. Third, RapidFSCQ’s theorems preclude every bug category that was possible in its implementation. This suggests that RapidFSCQ’s theorems are effective at preventing real bugs. Finally, the one category where RapidFSCQ is not sophisticated enough to have bugs is concurrency: RapidFSCQ is a single-threaded file system. Verifying a concurrent file system is an open problem and remains future work.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>mailbench</th>
<th>largefile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ext4 bypass</td>
<td>32.2; 4.2</td>
<td>1.0; 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ext4 logged</td>
<td>49.5; 7.2</td>
<td>4.1; 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RapidFSCQ bypass</td>
<td>68.8; 15.5</td>
<td>1.2; 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RapidFSCQ logged</td>
<td>34.1; 4.6</td>
<td>4.0; 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSCQ</td>
<td>86.3; 40.1</td>
<td>5.2; 4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5-2: I/O performance of RapidFSCQ compared to FSCQ and to Linux ext4. Each cell reports the number of writes and barriers, respectively, per application-level operation.

## 5.2 I/O performance

A primary goal of RapidFSCQ was to achieve good I/O performance by supporting deferred writes, group commit, and as discussed in this thesis, log checksums. To validate that RapidFSCQ’s design indeed achieves its I/O efficiency goal, we run two benchmarks to stress both data and metadata aspects of RapidFSCQ: mailbench [10] and a modified LFS largefile benchmark [33]. mailbench performs many metadata operations by manipulating small files, and our modified largefile performs many data writes to an existing large file followed by `fdatasync` calls. To place RapidFSCQ’s I/O efficiency in context, we also run the same benchmarks on the FSCQ file system, and on the Linux ext4 file system. We run both ext4 and RapidFSCQ in two different modes: one which implements log bypass for file data writes (using mount option `data=ordered` in ext4), and one which file data writes are logged (using mount option `data=journal` in ext4). In ext4, it is possible to enable log checksumming in the logged configuration (using mount option `journal_async_commit`), but not in the bypass configuration, due to a design issue [27].

We ran this experiment on a machine with a Samsung MZVKV512HAJH-000L1 NVMe SSD and an Intel Core i7-6600U 2.6 GHz CPU.

Figure 5-2 shows the results for this experiment, reporting the number of disk writes and disk write barriers issued by each of the file systems per application-level operation.

---

1 Amusingly, the patch for the design issue prevents the user from mounting a file system with `journal_async_commit,data=ordered` options, but if the user omits `data=ordered`, the check is bypassed but the kernel defaults to `data=ordered` anyway.
operation (delivering a mail message in mailbench and writing a 4KB block in a large file for largefile). We used the Linux \texttt{blktrace} support to trace the disk operations performed by each file system. We draw several conclusions.

First, RapidFSCQ indeed achieves good I/O efficiency, issuing a similar number of write barriers and disk writes to ext4. For largefile, RapidFSCQ and ext4 have the same number of write barriers (1.0 per application-level block write) in both configurations. Both log-bypass configurations write each block to disk just once, whereas the logged configurations write 4 disk blocks for each application-level block write. This is because every application-level write turns into an on-disk transaction, which later must be applied separately. RapidFSCQ writes an average of 1.2 disk blocks per application-level write because of the startup phase of largefile, where it grows the file one block at a time. RapidFSCQ’s GroupCommit flushes transactions to disk when it detects a write to a newly allocated file’s data. Optimizing away this case is left to future work.

For mailbench, the number of disk barriers varies greatly due to application-level timing. Since mailbench is a multi-process application, the order of system calls seen by the file system can change the degree of batching. The low bound, based on back-of-the-envelope calculations, is 4 write barriers per message; both RapidFSCQ and ext4 come close to this bound. The variability is high in this experiment; adding even small sleep statements to mailbench produces different numbers of write barriers, ranging from 4 to 7.

Second, RapidFSCQ achieves far better I/O efficiency than the state-of-the-art verified FSCQ file system. This is due to RapidFSCQ’s more sophisticated design which incorporates standard write-ahead logging optimizations, while FSCQ executes every system call synchronously, does not use checksums, and applies every transaction at commit time.

As mentioned in the introduction, one limitation of RapidFSCQ is that it is slower in terms of its CPU performance. For instance, RapidFSCQ in logged mode can deliver 19 messages per second when running mailbench, while Linux ext4 can deliver either 26 or 37 messages per second (in logged and bypass modes, respectively).
Profiling the RapidFSCQ user-space FUSE file server shows that this overhead is due to RapidFSCQ’s reliance on Haskell to produce executable code. We hope to adopt ideas for better generation of certified assembly code in future work.

5.3 Are RapidFSCQ specs correct and useful?

To demonstrate that RapidFSCQ’s specifications for its system calls are meaningful, we performed the following experiments.

5.3.1 fsstress.

We ran fsstress from the Linux Test Project to check if it finds any bugs in RapidFSCQ. When we first ran fsstress, it caused our FUSE file server to crash. However, after some investigation, we discovered that this was due to a bug in our Haskell FUSE bindings that sit between RapidFSCQ and the Linux FUSE interface. The bug was due to the developer thinking that some corner case could not be triggered, and calling the error function in Haskell to panic if that case ever executed. As it turns out, fsstress found a way to trigger that corner case. After fixing this bug, fsstress ran without problems and did not discover any bugs in RapidFSCQ’s proven code.

5.3.2 Enumerating crash states.

We implemented the crash_safe_update program whose pseudocode was shown in Figure 4-3. Our specific implementation of the crash_safe_update program writes and syncs some data to a temporary file using fdatasync, then performs an atomic rename of the temporary file to a destination file using fsync on the directory. We ran the program on RapidFSCQ while monitoring all of the disk writes and barriers issued by RapidFSCQ. We then computed all possible subsets and re-orderings of RapidFSCQ’s disk writes, subject to its barriers, to produce every possible state in which RapidFSCQ could have crashed. Finally, we re-mounted the resulting disk
with RapidFSCQ and examined the file system state after RapidFSCQ performed its recovery. This experiment produced 182 possible disks after a crash, but only three distinct file system states after RapidFSCQ executed its recovery code: neither file existed, the temporary file existed with no contents, or the destination file existed with the written contents. All of these states are safe, since either the destination file didn’t exist or it contained the correct data (the empty temporary file could be removed during recovery).

5.3.3 Certifying an application.

The above experiments suggest that RapidFSCQ specifications capture the right properties, because the implementation appears not to have bugs. However, to increase our confidence that the specifications themselves are correct (and not just the implementation), we wrote a formal specification for the crash_safe_update program, and proved its correctness based on the specification of RapidFSCQ.

Proving the correctness of crash_safe_update led us to discover several cases where the RapidFSCQ specification was too weak. For example, the read specification originally forgot to mention that the data returned by the system call is related to the contents of the file. Another example is the fsync system call, which forgot to promise a safety property required for log bypass. This also uncovered many cases where the specification was not as convenient to use as it could have been. None of these issues required changing the RapidFSCQ implementation, and we were able to re-prove the correctness of RapidFSCQ after fixing the specification.

Proving crash_safe_update also led us to discover a number of corner cases in crash_safe_update itself. For example, we discovered that crash_safe_update cannot perform a safe update on a file with the same file name as the temporary file that it uses. After fixing the specification to take into account these corner cases, we were able to prove the correctness of crash_safe_update when running on top of RapidFSCQ.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

Even well-studied and widely used filesystems like ext4 have a long history of bugs, some of which aren’t discovered until after they have already caused disastrous data loss or disclosure. FSCQ was the first filesystem to formally verify the absence of such bugs. However, formally verified systems like FSCQ have a long way to go before they can be used in practice, mostly due to the difficulty of verifying optimizations.

This thesis presents the first formally verified logging system to use checksumming to improve performance. Although some progress has been made towards formally modeling hash function behavior, this is the first example of a practical application of a formally defined hash function to a system that supports disk I/O, the ability to crash and recover, and so on.

We focus the work in this thesis first towards a formal and logically sound definition of hashing execution semantics. Next, we demonstrate their practicality by building short programs that use these semantics to prove simple specifications. Finally, we use these simple hashing procedures to build checksums into a fully verified, highly optimized logging system. In our evaluation, we show that RapidFSCQ, a filesystem built on top of the logging system, achieves the desired goal of I/O efficiency similar to that of ext4, while formally guaranteeing crash safety properties that can be empirically checked.

Of course, there is still much to be done in the area of formally verified filesystems, as well as verified systems in general. Although the evaluation in this thesis shows
that I/O efficiency is achievable through careful system design, practical performance is still out of reach. The Haskell executable extracted from the Coq implementation of RapidFSCQ is bottlenecked by CPU, not disk I/O. This, as well as the addition of the Haskell runtime to the trusted computing base, remains a problem in general Coq-based systems.

General system concurrency, something application developers often take for granted, is also notoriously difficult to formalize and verify. With the wrong specification, adding concurrency to a system can exponentially increase proof effort. Defining the correct specification for a concurrent filesystem, as well as multithreaded systems in general, remains an interesting open problem.

Although there is a long way ahead before formally verified systems can be widely adopted, recent developments in this field have laid the foundation for future work. In this thesis alone, we can see the progress being made towards specifying and proving common systems features that until now remained unverified and prone to error. We hope that the work described here will further the construction of other verified, practical computer systems.
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